In this paper we study the cycle base structures of embedded graphs on surfaces. We first give a sufficient and necessary condition for a set of facial cycles to be contained in a minimum cycle base (or MCB in short) and then set up a 1-1 correspondence between the set of MCBs and the set of collections of nonseparating cycles which are in general positions on surfaces and are of shortest total length. This provides a way to enumerate MCBs in a graph via nonseparating cycles. In particular, some known results such as P.F.Stadler's work on Halin graphs[11] and J.Leydold et al's results on outerplanar graphs[8] are concluded. As applications, the number of MCBs in some types of graphs embedded in lower surfaces (with arbitrarily high genera ) is found. Finally, we present an interpolation theorem for the number of one-sided cycles contained in MCB of an embedded graph.
Introduction
We begin with some definitions. As for the terminologies we follow those in [2, 9] .
-Graphs here are simple connected without loops or multi-edges; a surface is a compact 2-manifold without boundary. It is well known that all surfaces are classified into the sphere with several handles (denoted by S g ) or the crosscaps (denoted by N g ).
-An embedding of a graph G is a 2-cell embedding (i.e., a drawing of G in some surface Σ such that no edge-crossing is permitted and edges meet at the vertices such that each component of Σ − G, called a face, is an open disc). A cycle (curve) C on a surface Σ is separating if Σ − C is disconnected; otherwise, C is called noncontractible; a separating cycle C is contractible if one of the components of Σ − C is an open disc; otherwise, it is noncontractible.
-The edge-width, denoted by ew(G), of an embedded graph G is the length of shortest noncontractible cycle of G; in history, people use edgewidth to investigate the structures of embeddings. C.Thomassen pointed out that an LEW-embedded graph ( i.e., those graphs having their edgewidth longer than each of their facial cycles) must share many properties with plane graphs [12] . The face-width of an embedded graph G, denoted by f w (G) , is the length of a shortest closed face-chain bounding a genus of the surface; if f w(G) ≥ 2, then all the facial walks are simply the cycles called facial cycles. In this case, the embedding is called a strong embedding and the graph is strongly embedded.
-An E-subgraph H of a graph G is one whose components are all eulerian. It is well known that all E-subgraphs in a graph G form a linear space called the cycle space of G; the rank of the space is β(G), the Betti number of G; any set of independent E-subgraphs forms a cycle base, or base in short. The length of a base is the total length of edges in its elements; if a base has the shortest length, then it is called a minimum cycle base or a MCB. Minimum cycle bases have been investigated by many people and much work has been down. Since Horton discovered his well known algorithm for finding MCB in 1987 [6] , faster algorithms have been constructed by people such as Golynski and Horton [4] , Berger et al [1] , Kavitha et al [7] . It seems that this competition will not end in the near future.
In this paper we use graph embedding theory to investigate the short cycle structures for graphs on surfaces. We first present a sufficient and necessary condition for a set of facial cycles to be contained a MCB and obtain the following result:
Theorem A. Let G be a strongly embedded graph in a surface Σ such that all but at most one facial cycle are shorter than the edge-width. Then the facial cycle set F − ∂f is contained in every MCB iff for every contractible cycle C ∈ F − ∂f ,
where F is the facial cycle set and ∂f is a fixed facial cycle and Int F−∂f (C) is the set of elements of F − ∂f which span C.
Since every 2-connected outer-planar graph embedded in the plane has no noncontractible cycle and satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, we have the following known result of J.Leydold et al:
By a Halin graph we mean a 3-connected graph formed by joining the consecutive one-valent vertices of a tree which is embedded in the plane. It is clear that a Halin graph satisfies the conditions of Theorem A provided it has a unique longest facial cycle, i.e., the following result ( of P.F.Stadler et al) holds:
Corollary 2 [11] A Halin graph has a unique MCB unless it has two or more longest facial cycles.
By an outer-planar graph embedded graph we mean an embedded surface with all its vertices on the boundary of the same facial walk. It is clear that a 2-connected outer-planar graph must have all its vertices on a facial cycle-a Hamiltonian cycle. By Theorem A, the following result is easy to be verified: In order to get more details about MCB, we need some definitions for cycles in surfaces. Let G be a graph embedded in a surface Σ with F the facial cycle set. Let C 1 , C 2 , ..., C ν(Σ) be a set of linearly independent set of nonseparating cycles, where ν(Σ) is the Euler genus of Σ, defined by ν(Σ) = 2−n+q−f , where n, q and f are, respectively, the number of vertices, the number of edges and the number of facial walks of G. If
together with a facial cycle set F − ∂f form a cycle base, then we call such nonseparating cycles are in a general position, where ∂f is a fixed facial cycle. The following result presents a sufficient and necessary condition for a set of nonseparating cycles to be in a general position.
Theorem B. Let G be a graph which is strongly embedded in a surface
Σ with F the facial cycle set. Let C 1 , C 2 , ..., C ν(Σ) be a set of linearly indepen- dent nonseparating cycles. Then C 1 , C 2 , ..., C ν(Σ) are in a general position iff for any subset of it, say C i 1 , C i 2 , ..., C i m , the subgraph C i 1 ⊕ C i 2 ⊕ ... ⊕ C i m contains
an edge which is on the boundary of the same component of
Here, the operation ⊕ is the symmetric difference on sets. Combining Theorem B and Corollary 3, we obtain the following result: This result is useful in evaluating the number of MCBs. For instance, F and ∂f are defined before. Then we have the following In the case of surfaces with small genera (i.e., the plane, the projective plane, the torus and the Klein bottle), one may count the number of MCBs in an embedded graph via noncontractible cycles.
Corollary 4. Let G be an LEW-embedded graph such that for every contractible cycle
C beyond F − ∂f , ∀α ∈ Int F−∂f (C) −→| α |<| C | .
Then the number of MCBs is equal to the number of the groups of noncontractible cycles in general positions and having the shortest total length, where

Corollary 6. In a 2-connected outer-planar graph in the projective plane, the number of MCBs is equal to the number of shortest noncontractible cycles.
In the following, we shall give some examples in which the exact numbers of MCBs are determined. Fig 1 and Fig 2) have, respectively, one and two MCBs. ., (s, s +1, s +2, ..., 2s − 1, s − 1) and (s, ks, 1, 2, ..., s − 1) Remark: The types of graphs shown in the above are all nonplanar, i.e., they all contain a subgraph homeomorphic to K 3,3 ; furthermore, since graphs in Example 2 have arbitrarily high face width, they may have arbitrarily high orientable genera by a result of J.R.Fiedler et al [3] .
Example 1. The following two types of embedded graphs in the projective plane ( as shown in
Finally, as a use of Theorem A and Lemma 5 (in the next following section), we consider the distribution of one-sided cycles contained in a MCB of an embedded graph in a nonorientable surface. A cycle (curve) C on a surface is called one-sided if it bounds a crosscap. It is easy to see that a surface is nonorientable iff it contains a one-sided curve and every MCB of an embedded graph in a nonorientable surface must contain at least a one-sided cycle. The following is a result of an interpolation property of the number of one-sided cycles in MCBs.
Theorem D. Let G be an embedded graph in a nonorientable surface. Let B 1 and B 2 be two MCBs containing, respectively, l and k one-sided cycles. Then for every integer s (l ≤ s ≤ k), G has a MCB B containing exactly s one-sided cycles.
In fact, our proving procedure implies the following result: 
We call the change from B i to B i+1 is an elementary transformation. Then Theorem E shows that it needs at most β(G) elementary transformations to change a MCB into another. Under some restrictions, the number of such transformations between two MCBs may be greatly decreased. For instance, if a graph satisfies (1) of Theorem A, then F − ∂f is contained in every MCB, which together with a result of [7] implies that any pair of MCBs of such graphs contain F − ∂f as their common part. Hence, we have the following result:
Corollary 7. Let G be an embedded graph satisfying the condition (1) of Theorem A. Then it needs at most ν(Σ) steps of elementary transformations to change one MCB into another, where ν(Σ) denotes the Euler genus of Σ.
Proof of the Main Results.
Here, in this section we shall prove Theorems A, B, C, D and E. Let us consider the proof of Theorem A first.
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that F − ∂f is contained in every MCB and C is a contractible cycle beyond F − ∂f such that
where Int F−∂f (C) is the set of facial cycles in F − ∂f which span C. Let us consider a MCB, say B. Then F − ∂f ⊆ B. It is clear that C ∈ B( since otherwise F − ∂f + C will be an independent set). Let B 1 = B − α + C. Then B 1 is a MCB with F − ∂f ⊆ B, a contradiction. Now suppose that relation (1) holds for every contractible cycle not in F − ∂f and B being a MCB such that there is a cycle C ∈ (F − ∂f ) − B. It is clear that ∂f is the unique longest facial cycle. Then there is a collection Int(C) of cycles of B which generate C. Since we have shown that any cycle cannot be generated by longer cycles in a MCB [10] ,
If not so, then there is a cycle α ∈ Int(C) which is noncontractible and this implies that | α |>| C | ( by the definition of G). 
Lemma 3. There exists a cycle
Since otherwise we have Int(C) ⊆ F − ∂f , and so C is spanned by a set of facial cycles in F −∂f , a contradiction. It is clear that C 0 is contractible by Lemma 1. If C 0 = ∂f , then by relation (1), every facial cycle other than C 0 is shorter than C 0 ; on the other hand, our result [10] shows that | C 0 |≤| C |, a contradiction. So, we may assume that C 0 is a contractible cycle beyond
If all cycles in Int F−∂f (C 0 ) are in B, then we have F − ∂f = B 1 (where B 1 is defined in Lemma 2's proof), contrary to Lemma 3. So, we obtain the following
Lemma 5 [5, 10] . Let V n be a linear vector space over a number field P with dimension n. 
.., C φ−1 } be the set of contractible cycles of B and S i = Int(∂f i ) be the set of cycles of B 1 which span ∂f i (1 ≤ i ≤ φ − 1), where ∂f i ∈ F − ∂f and φ are faces. Then by Lemma 5, the system of sets (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S φ−1 ) will have a SDR (i.e., system of distinct representatives) which implies that the length of B 1 is no longer than F − ∂f . On the other hand, the system of sets (T 1 , T 2 , ..., T φ−1 ) is also has a SDR, here T i denotes the set of facial cycles of F −∂f which span C i . Hence the length of F −∂f is no longer than that of B 1 . Thus, both of these two sets have the same length.
But Lemma 4 shows that there is a cycle α 0 such that | α 0 |<| C 0 |, this shows that the length of F − ∂f is shorter than that of B 1 , a contradiction. This ends the proof of Theorem A. Now we turn to the validity of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let F and ∂f be defined before. Then it is clear that each edge of
} is a cycle base and
, every edge of the subgraph is on the boundary of distinct
Let σ 1 be the component containing the fixed face f and f j 1 , f j 2 , ..., f j l be the faces contained in i≥2 σ i . Then we have that
This shows that (F
Now we assume that for any subset of 
This implies that every edge of
..C i k } and hence every edge of it is contained in exactly one facial cycle of {∂f have, respectively, l and k one-sided cycles. Suppose that l < k and s is an integer: l ≤ s ≤ k. We will use induction on the value of |k − l| to show that there exists a MCB B with exactly s one-sided cycles. It is clear that the result holds for smaller value. Now suppose that it holds for value smaller than |k − l|. By Lemma 5, (Int(β 1 ), Int(β 2 ) , . . . , Int(β m )) has a SDR, say  (α i1 , α i2 , . . . , α im ) with α ij ∈ Int(β j ), where each Int(β j ) is the set of cycles of B 1 which span β j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since both B 1 and B 2 are MCBs, we have that |α ij | = |β j | by Theorem A, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Note that B 2 has more onesided cycles than B 1 , there is a one-sided cycle β j such that Int(β j ) contains a two-sided cycle, say α j , of B 1 . In fact, we may choose α ij = α j by the 1-1 correspondence. Let B = B 1 − α ij + β j . Then B is another MCB with exactly l + 1 one-sided cycles. By induction hypothesis, Theorem D follows.
The validity of Theorem E also follows from the proving procedure of Theorem D.
